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InfraonIMS - Architecture 

1. Objective 

 
This document intends to explain InfraonIMS’s Architecture in simple terms that would help the 

reader to understand the work ways of IMS and know the related components. 

2. Deployment Architecture  

 

To understand the architecture better, it is essential to understand the Application 

Architecture (Physical Components) and the Deployment Architecture of Everest NMS (as 

below). 
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3. Application Architecture 

 

InfraonIMS application is three-tier architecture (Web Server, Application & DB). Everest 

application servers will be places in Militarized (Infra) Zone, while access will be via Web 

Server places in DMZ zone for external user and via local LAN for NOC/internal user. 

External Users will reach the Everest application via Gateway/ Firewall to the Web (proxy) 

Server.  Below are the major components used in Everest NMS Architecture. 

1. Web Server 

Web server is deployed in the DMZ zone. Customers access InfraonIMS Dashboard using 

the Web server, located in the DMZ Zone. 

 
2. Application Server 

Application server Is deployed in the Militarized Zone, which handles operations of Everest 

NMS between user(s) and the applications/Databases. Customer Portal and Admin Console 

runs on Application Server. 

Application Server will be installed separately on 2 separate VMs (For HA purpose). 

 Customer Portal is used by the end users or the customers. 
 Admin Console is used by administrators to setup the complete Infrastructure, 

Manage user and accounts and to configure Dashboards and reports.  
 

3. Syslog Server   
 

Syslog (System Logging Protocol) is a protocol used by machines like Routers, Switches 
etc., to send logs and event messages to a centralized server for storage, log monitoring, 
and analysis. The server used to log such info is known as a Syslog Server.  
 

4. PostgreSQL DB Server 
 

PostgreSQL DB server (physical server) is a relational database management system that is 

designed to handle a range of workloads, from single machines to data warehouses or Web 

services with many concurrent users.  

5. SAN 
 

SANs are high-speed, dedicated networks that connect data storage tools with larger 

networks. SAN is also used in functions like conducting application, administrative traffic, 

connecting diverse types of storage devices, including robotic libraries, RAID subsystems, 

file servers, and tape and disc drives.  
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6. Flow Probe and Flow Hub 
 

Flow Probe – It is the collector for Netflow Data. All Network components 

(Routers/Gateways) from which Netflow data has to be collected will send data to the 

Probe server. 

Flow Hub – This is the database and reporter for the flow records. 


